Ho Ho!, An Otis Christmas, Rudy’s Windy Christmas, and Bear Stay up for Christmas. Our friends in Lee Harris’ kindergarten class from McDonald Green Elementary join us 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30 a.m./p.m.

Read With Me at Home
The LearnTV Staff reads, The Polar Express, Frosty the Snowman, and T was the Night Before Christmas. 2, 5, 8, 11 a.m./p.m.

Clean & Sober: The Road to Recovery Part 1
Lancaster resident Melissa Newman recalls her road to recovery. 5, 11 a.m./p.m.

Parent University-Let’s Talk Part 1
The Parent University mother daughter duo, LaNisha Blair & DeAsia Fraiser talk about the struggles of raising children.

Parent University Ep. 4 – Friday: 12:30, 3:30, 6:30 and 9:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 1
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by Terri Lee, RCO&P Environmental Preventionist, from Counseling Services of Lancaster 12, 3, 6, 9 a.m./p.m.

Read With Me at Home
The LearnTV Staff reads, How the Grinch Stole Christmas, Just a Snowman, and T was the Night Before Christmas. 2, 5, 8, 11 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo. 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 3
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo. 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo 1, 4, 7, 10 a.m./p.m.

Tuesday

HS Football on LTV
North Central Knights at the Buford Yellow Jackets 12 a.m./p.m.

HS Football on LTV
York Cougars at the Lancaster Bruins 2:30 a.m./p.m.

HS Football on LTV
Indian Land Warriors at the Lancaster Bruins 5 a.m./p.m.

HS Football on LTV
Chesterfield Rams at the Andrew Jackson Volunteers 7:30 a.m./p.m.

HS Football on LTV
Cheraw Braves at the Andrew Jackson Volunteers 9:30 a.m./p.m.

Wednesday

Lead Summit 4.0
MC Steven Puckett: The fourth annual ILead summit encouraging students to be leaders. 12, 6 a.m./p.m.

LCSD Spelling Bee
Lancaster County elementary and middle school students compete in the 2020 Spelling Bee. 1:30, 7:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep. 4 Part 2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo 12, 3, 6, 9 a.m./p.m.

Friday

Parent University Ep.2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by Terri Lee, RCO&P Environmental Preventionist, from Counseling Services of Lancaster 12, 3, 6, 9 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep. 4 Part 1
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo. 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo 1, 4, 7, 10 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 3
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo. 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 1
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo. 12:30, 3:30, 6:30 and 9:30 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by Terri Lee, RCO&P Environmental Preventionist, from Counseling Services of Lancaster 12, 3, 6, 9 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 2
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo 12, 3, 6, 9 a.m./p.m.

Parent University Ep.4 Part 3
Parent University-Prevention Works presented by LaNisha Blair and DeAsia Fraiser, mother daughter duo 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30 a.m./p.m.